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1. The Project 

Background 

The Issue 

Poor quality data is a major constraint to design and 

delivery of optimal RD&E for the Recreational and 

Indigenous Fishing Sectors.  Simply put, we are unable 

to effectively manage what we cannot define and 

measure. 

Sound investment in all 14 Strategic Themes in the 

current FRDC RD&E Plan relies on a clear definition of 

economic value metrics regarding the Recreational 

Fishing Sector, its respective investment multipliers and 

objectives, and the value of outcomes (tangible and 

intangible) in the hands of beneficiaries.  The proof of 

investment logic to fishers, supply chains, agencies and 

communities is easier in the commercial fishing sector 

(by definition), but is far more challenging for the 

economically large and spatially disparate Recreational 

Fishing Sector, and the smaller Indigenous Sector. 

Recreational and indigenous fisheries have no reliable 

and acceptable methodology or mechanisms to 

measure their economic value (direct and indirect) to 

Australians.  More broadly, these sectors have no clear 

understanding of end-user requirements for economic 

data, and the most appropriate means of obtaining the 

required data. 

This Issues Paper is the first milestone for an FRDC 

sponsored project to identify, collate and establish 

baseline contacts and capacity, data and planning for 

the project.  The focus is on the larger Recreational 

Sector. 

Impacts of the Issue 

The lack of a national economic measure impacts the 

Recreational Fishing Sector at a number of levels: 

directly and indirectly, locally and nationally, for 

enterprises and agencies, now and in the future.  Lack 

of measurement means the sector cannot: 

 quantify the recreational or economic size of 

the national fishery on a reliable and 

repeatable basis, and therefore cannot 

measure or manage economic performance 

changes over time 

 demonstrate with acceptable accuracy the 

economic contribution to regional and national 

economies, at any time, 

 justify and motivate investment by 

communities, investors and agencies in 

recreational fishing, 

 clearly and unambiguously demonstrate that it 

is a relevant sector or contributor to regional 

and national economies, nor 

 comprehend nor quantify the impacts and 

implications of sectoral RD&E market failure. 

As the FRDC notes, “Knowing more about the quantum 

and efficiency of the economic value chains for 

recreational fishing products and services is likely to be 

highly beneficial”. (FRDC Investing in Tomorrow's Fish, 2010 p. 16) 

Selecting an Approach to Economic Valuation 

Industry must consider which economic valuation 

approach will best suit it needs for a given objective. 

There are three options: 

1. A wild
1
 fishery GVP (Gross Value of Production) 

Equivalent Value of the sector’s catch (retained 

catch only) at a deemed average seafood 

market value at first sale point.  This value 

would be required to compare the value of 

food produced, though not sold, by the 

Recreational Sector with other primary industry 

producers.   

In 1992 the ABS recognized recreational fishing 

as a major contributor to home production 

nationally
2
.   Based on (FRDC, 2010 p. 16) a total 

national recreational harvest of 30,000 tonnes 

at an average landed market price of, say, 

$7/kg, the GVP Equivalent for the Recreational 

Sector is approximately $210 million.  This 

direct-use approach reveals a GVP value which 

is then comparable to other primary industries 

such as dairy or pork. 

2. A Resource Sharing Value, which takes into 

account non-market values.  This direct and 

indirect use valuation approach is appropriate 

where the community seeks to maximise the 

economic benefits from fishing the wild catch 

resource between competing uses – 

commercial, recreational or indigenous. 

3. An Economic Contribution Value for the fishery 

to the Australian economy, that is equivalent to 

the GVP Value, plus a multiplier.  The multiplier 

recognises the additional contributions 

including non-market uses (eg. recreation, 

                                                      
1
 This Paper refers to “wild” fisheries as those that contain fish stocks that can 

be taken by commercial, recreational or indigenous sector users. 

2
 ABS (1992) was the most accurate estimate of national fish catch taken 

(approx. 30,000t) until the national survey. 
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marine ecology, or flood and waste mitigation) 

and non-use contributions (e.g. generational 

bequests) to the economy from the fishery. 

At the next valuation level down, each approach offers 

a choice of valuation methods, techniques and tools to 

suit specific assumptions and outputs. 

The choice of approach is very important.  It is dictated 

by the objective of the valuation and should be guided 

by knowledge of the risks benefits and implications of 

this choice.  The approach chosen directly impacts the 

availability of valuation input-data, the cost-

effectiveness of establishing the valuation on a 

repeatable basis, and the net benefits over time from 

having a standard valuation for the sector. 

GDP or GVP? 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and Gross Value of 

Production (GVP) are valuation measures cited 

frequently in everyday public use.  

The GDP is the economic value added in the economy.  

The Australian Bureau of Statistics website definition
3
 is 

“the total market value of goods and services produced 

in Australia after deducting the cost of goods and 

services used up (intermediate consumption) in the 

process of production, but before deducting allowances 

for the consumption of fixed capital (depreciation).”  

The value can be measured using three approaches 

(Incomes, Expenditures or Production).  The ABS notes 

that a combination of the three is used to calculate 

Australia’s GDP. 

GVP is an economic measure of the activity undertaken 

to service a market place.  This is analogous to the 

turnover concept, as a sum of all revenues created to 

the market point.  The PIERD Act (which enables the 

powers of primary industry RD&E entities, including the 

FRDC) is designed around this market based value 

system. 

An industry offer made to a market is comprised of 

both tangible products and intangible services.  

Depending on the industry the GVP measure will 

aggregate or segregate these products and service 

values.  For example the service provided by 

veterinarians to the beef industry is an integral 

component of the Meat and Livestock Industry GVP – it 

is not separated out from the industry commodity GVP. 

However in the Honeybee Industry the GVP of honey 

products is a modest $80 million p.a., while the value of 

                                                      
3
 http:// www.abs.gov.au /ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup /by%20Subject 

/1301.0~2012~Main%20Features~Defining%20and%20measuring%20GDP~22

1 

pollination services provided by the same bee keepers 

to 35 (Rural Industries R&D Corporation, 2010) other pollination-

dependent crops (tree crops, ground crops, broadacre 

crops) is estimated at $1.7 billion p.a.  In this case the 

economic activity of the industry’s services in around 20 

times the value of its commodities.  This service GVP is 

not included in the industry GVP which is a measure of 

the commodity GVP only.  But clearly it is a key driver 

for the commodity GVP of the 35 client industries. 

The Recreational Fishery Sector must also consider 

flexible approaches to economic value according to its 

needs. 

Objectives 

This project has been tasked with the following 

objectives: 

1. Identify end-users of Recreational Fishing 

economic data, their economic data needs, 

and appropriate data collection methods 

2. Identify and short-list appropriate economic 

indicators, and the preferred “GVP Equivalent” 

cross-jurisdictional approach 

3. Establish a project Steering Group to work with 

the consultant, raise stakeholder awareness, 

and carry the project forward 

4. Estimate and document the initial “GVP 

Equivalent” for the Recreational Fishing Sector 

by key jurisdiction and for the nation 

5. Establish an Action Plan (resources, 

responsibilities, timing, etc) for measuring the 

economic contribution of the Recreational 

Fishing Sector or a repeatable annual basis 

6. Establish a “GVP Equivalent” of Recreational 

and Indigenous Fisheries as a permanent 

component of DAFF's determination of the 

Australian Fishing Industry 
 

This Issues Paper has been compiled as a baseline 

primer for a national workshop to consider and develop 

economic value concepts and measures for Australia. 

The document draws on desk research from Australian 

and selected overseas jurisdictions, their status and 

recent initiatives in the sector, and approaches to 

addressing these challenging issues.  Many public and 

confidential reports have been reviewed and their 

comprehensive expert advice has been summarised 

where relevant to inform discussion. 

2. GVP and Economic Value 

http://www.abs.gov.au/
mailto:/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup
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Fisheries Context 

Fishing for Food and Fun 

At a global fisheries level, seafood is the most important 

animal protein in the human diet.  World seafood 

supply (wild + aquaculture) has increased 16% in the 

decade to 2008 to 142 million tonnes (FAO, 2010).  Fish is 

also the most globally traded animal human food 

protein; exports grew 50% in the decade to 2008. 

Aquaculture will be the primary
4
 fish source to meet 

expanding global human food demand, and will 

therefore moderate the seafood harvest pressure on 

wild fisheries.  Wild capture fisheries will attract 

increasing attention from both extractive users for food, 

extractive and passive users for recreation, tourism or 

custom, and preservationists. 

Competition between users (recreational, commercial 

and indigenous) for access to marine wild fisheries will 

become more intense.  Recreational and indigenous 

wild fishers urgently need to establish resource sharing 

mechanisms that optimise community’s returns from 

these fishery assets.  Rigorous economic valuation and 

measurement techniques will be at the core of these 

mechanisms. 

Australian commercial wild fishers target some 600 

species; recreational fishers some 1000 species. (FRDC, 2010). 

Gross Value of Production 

When referring to commercial wild capture fisheries, 

GVP is defined as the assessed value at the point of 

landing for the quantity of seafood, pearls and other 

marine products produced, excluding processing, 

transport and marketing costs.  The GVP measure 

aggregates access, search and harvest costs and 

charges to that point. 

The Gross Value of Production concept is well 

established across global and Australian industry 

commodity chains and agencies.  It provides a straight-

forward, stable, repeatable reference point for 

quantifying and comparing volume and value, spatially 

and temporally. 

GVP definition demands clear uniform interpretation of 

complex variables across diverse commodities (e.g. fish, 

grains, honey, timber, pork, flowers, herbs, etc), their 

harvest systems and their ever-changing production 

procedures and technologies.   

                                                      
4
 Some improvements in wild capture yield will also come from improving 

capture technologies and management techniques. 

Generally GVP is collected in Australia’s primary 

industries through first sale data, which has both price 

of produce and quantity produced (eg. beef). The 

Recreational Fishing Sector has no equivalent point of 

generating information on either of these requiring 

surveying of recreational fishery catches and values 

taken from commercial fish prices.   

GVP is a narrower concept and measure than economic 

value.  The Australian Fishing and Aquaculture Industry 

has established a valuation metric for its commercial 

sector, but has not yet established measures for the 

Recreational and Indigenous Sectors.  Stakeholder 

agreement and support for a doable, cost effective 

national standard GVP measure for recreational 

fisheries will be a significant achievement. Regularly 

sourced data on recreational catch and fish values 

would be required, analogous to that from log books in 

the commercial fisheries sector and fish market prices.   

Economic Value 

The economic value of an asset or activity is measured 

through the willingness-to-pay of individuals deriving 

benefits, such as the pleasure of recreational fishing.   

For wild capture fisheries the total economic value is 

equal to the sum of their use and non-use values
5
. 

Figure 1. Economic Value Components of Wild Fisheries 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But it is unrealistic to assume that all these values can 

be estimated.  This project and paper will focus on 

measuring only the “use-values”. 

                                                      
5
 This discussion and diagram are drawn from ABARES (1997), Hundloe 2002, 

ABARES advice (2012), and other industry sources and advice. 
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1. For a wild capture commercially fishery the Use 

economic value at a particular time and place 

is the marginal utility (marginal net benefit) or 

market price of the catch. Price indicates the 

minimum objective level of the consumer 

satisfaction or benefit from that related fishing 

activity in a competitive market.  But fishers 

and consumers are often willing to pay more 

than the price so they can enjoy additional 

subjective benefits – this additional benefit that 

is not reflected in the amount required by a 

market (ie. price) is referred to as the consumer 

surplus. 

2. Wild capture recreational or customary fishers 

do not purchase fishing experiences.  Their 

harvest and release catches have no direct 

economic value-in-use market mechanism to 

indicate price.  But this does not mean these 

fish or the related fishing activities have no 

economic value or benefit – rather the value is 

indirect (to “catch a feed” as a shadow GVP 

food value), subjective and reflected in their 

consumer surplus.  This value can be assessed 

in a number of ways, including revealed values 

in proxy market prices (eg. trip expenses for 

tackle, fuel, charter and guide costs, etc), stated 

preferences of aggregated fishers (choices 

between outcomes), and assigned or 

replacement values.  Recreational fishers 

compare actual costs with their experience, 

their surplus being the value received in excess 

of actual expenditure. 

In both these direct use cases not all fishing activity 

benefits enjoyed by the community are manifest in the 

consumer price/proxy price (Hundloe, 2002).  For example the 

outdoors lifestyle enjoyed by wild fishers is a non-

market producer surplus benefit not reflected in price.  

Requiring recreational fishers to pay a fishing license 

adds to their expenditure and confirms their willingness 

to pay for access to the fishery.  For example in NSW 

the public pays ~$11 million annually for access which 

is invested in state recreational fishery research. 

Other non-market community benefits created by wild 

fisheries include: 

 the marine capacity to assimilate waste, 

 the opportunity costs (value as its next best 

use) of using the resource in new ways today 

and in future (possibly imposed as a charge by 

government), 

 the non-use values, including bequest values 

that individuals place on providing future 

generations with access to the fishery resource; 

and existence values that individuals derive 

from knowing that the fish resource exists. 

Fishery Value In-Use 

Closer analysis of Figure 1 confirms that the aggregate 

economic value of Recreational Fisheries is drawn from 

both direct and indirect uses, and from both market 

and non-market uses. 

Some of these economic values, either use or non-use, 

are jointly shared between fishery user sectors (e.g. 

sensory amenity, flood and waste mitigation). 

Governments intervene in economic activity to improve 

sharing dynamics and efficiency (i.e. using resources to 

optimise benefits to the community) and equity (i.e. 

sharing of benefits among the community).  Outcomes 

include measurable economic benefits, and 

environmental and social benefits that are often difficult 

to express in monetary terms.  In the Recreational 

Fishing Sector the Australian Government intervenes 

because private markets do not exist and so fail to 

deliver adequate efficiency and equity to Australians.  

For these fishers, the benefits are not monetary, but 

rather the attainment of a diverse range of social 

outcomes that depend on healthy fish stocks and 

aquatic environments.  The Australian Government’s 

public good investment in fishing and aquaculture is 

also in the interests of sustainable stewardship of 

aquatic resources (FRDC, 2010 p. 9). 

A Current Need 

Clearly it is cheaper and easier to identify a market 

price for some economic flows than it is for others.  But 

valuing all of the economic benefit for recreational 

fisheries is increasingly important. 

In advanced economies with ready access to 

aquaculture trade substitutes and imports, it is clear 

that the recreational harvest and value of some fisheries 

is increasingly exceeding their consumptive harvest 

value - a fishery has a higher community value for 

tourism and recreation, than for food.  It follows that a 

mechanism to measure and monitor change in the way 

a fishery is used and managed may be in the 

community’s best interests
6
. 

Competition between, and regulation of, fishers 

(commercial, recreational, indigenous) is, and will 

increasingly become, more intense.  Communities will 

                                                      
6
 Many reports note the need to document extractive fishing mortality by all 

users in order to improve fishery management outcomes.  Proceedings from a 

2009 workshop document the status of broad international approaches to 

achieve better fishery management outcomes. (ICES Advisory Committee, April 

2009) 
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want to know more about the status, efficiency of use, 

and returns offered by respective users of their 

resource, and the value of their capture fishery resource 

assets. 

The current and growing need to measure and manage 

resource access across competing marine uses is a 

compelling reason to document the economic value of 

Australia’s recreational fisheries. 

The uncertain scope and speed of climate change 

impacts will serve to further compound this transition. 

Uniform Approach to Economic Value 

Valuation Process 

Regardless of the “approach” chosen, the task of 

establishing a standard and robust economic valuation 

procedure for recreational fishing will present 

challenges. 

The Recreational Fishing Sector does not naturally 

collate or provide the basic data needed for valuation 

(catch and price).  Surveys are required to obtain these 

data and to estimate non-market values.  (If it was easy, 

it would have been done long ago.)  In the future the 

Recreational Sector may well have at its disposal and 

wish to use, cost effective technologies to enable 

accurate recording of catch.  Regardless of these 

potential developments, a joint effort by key 

stakeholders is now critical to enable progress.  

At its core the sector’s main contribution is recreational 

enjoyment, a non-monetised welfare benefit with no 

ready market proxy
7
 indicator.  Design and 

implementation of an economic value is therefore the 

task to be completed. 

There is currently no standard global approach to 

assessing the economic value for recreational or 

customary fisheries.  Every global and local jurisdiction 

has its own unique demographics, systems, species and 

needs.  Perfect information will never be available to 

motivate and guide development of a uniform 

approach to recreational economic value. 

However this review supports the views of FRDC and 

other organisations that many advanced recreational 

fishing economies are coming to a shared realisation
8
 

that: 

                                                      
7
 Proxy economic indicators describe observable and quantifiable 

characteristics of a fishery that reveal information about revenues and costs and 

give some indication of the economic position of a fishery. (Vieira, et al., 2009) 
8
 Refer to Figure 3 for a summary of recreational fishery valuation and data 

management approaches in advanced fishing economies. 

 healthy aquatic environments are fundamental 

(FRDC Investing in Tomorrow's Fish, 2010 p. 16) to sustainable wild 

fishing and fish resources, and that recreational 

fishers must therefore share in the stewardship 

of fish resources through partnerships in 

decision-making, 

 fishery sector economic and trade flows are 

and will continue to be very large, complex and 

dynamic, especially in emerging economies 

(China, Vietnam, etc) where diets and 

recreational pursuits are changing rapidly (FAO, 

2010 p. 6), 

 recreational contributions (for both welfare and 

wealth) to regional and national economies are 

too big to ignore and squander through 

neglect, 

 related resource status and social science 

impacts and indicators are too important to 

guess, and many are not appropriately 

communicated nor currently acceptable to the 

community. 

The progress of leading global and Australian 

jurisdictions in this field give us insights about the 

critical foundations for efficient an effective valuation. 

We can see what works and what does not. 

It is proposed that these insights guide development of 

a uniform national economic value assessment process 

for Australian recreational fisheries. 

Learnings from other Uses 

ABARES defines commercial fishery GVP’s as follows: 

For Commercial Wild Catch 

“Wild catch production quantity is a measure of the 

quantity of fish product landed
9
 by a fishery, usually on 

the basis of catch records.  Wild catch production value 

is the assessed value at the point of landing for the 

quantity produced and excludes transport and 

marketing costs.” 

Wild catch GVP is a measure of (and requires recording 

of) fish product at the point of landing (or beach, shore, 

jetty or pier) in the value chain, and excludes any costs 

for downstream transport or marketing.  In volume 

terms it is based on catch records, as recorded in log 

books, not landed weight (although they may be the 

same).  However where early stage post-harvest 

processing and freezing is undertaken at sea, landed 

weight is adjusted back to a whole weight equivalent in 

the GVP calculation. 

                                                      
9
 Key items have been highlighted by Ridge Partners. 
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Wild catch GVP value per unit of landed catch is only 

revealed by the subsequent market price achieved for 

the product, less any transport, marketing or operating 

costs to that point 

For Aquaculture 

“Aquaculture production is the live weight quantity of 

product produced and marketed by aquaculturists.  

Aquaculture value is the assessed value received by 

aquaculturists on the basis of an ‘at farm gate’ 

equivalent, for product marketed.” 

Aquaculture GVP volume is measured specifically at the 

live weight harvest point in the supply chain but applies 

only to products that are subsequently sent to market 

beyond the enterprise “farm gate” – product weight lost 

between the harvest and farm gate points (rejects or 

decreased yield) is excluded from the GVP measure.  

Aquaculture GVP value is a farm-gate “equivalent” 

value.  Processing, marketing and related transport 

costs are not included in GVP value. 

From these existing definitions it is clear that there is 

considerable definitional flexibility in measuring and 

valuing wild catch and aquaculture production from 

diverse jurisdictions, sources and systems. 

Recreational Approach 

Search for a Definition 

Recreational fishing is easy to understand but a globally 

endorsed definition is proving elusive. 

A 2010 FAO workshop (Overview of the Definition of Recreational Fishing, 

Oct 2010) attended by the EU, The European Anglers 

Alliance and European Inland Fisheries Advisory 

Commission noted: 

a recreational fisher is a fisher who fishes during 

leisure time and does not sell the catch. 

The workshop also noted that other elements in the 

definition, include activity which: 

 is for leisure and practiced for pleasure, 

 is not deemed to be commercial fishing, 

 is an unorganized hobby, 

 does not have sale or profit connotations, 

 is not undertaken for predominantly 

subsistence purposes, 

 can be practiced from a rented boat, with a 

captain or fishing guide on board, 

 can be practiced underwater as a sport or for 

leisure by snorkeling techniques, 

 can be for sporting purposes practiced within 

an established institutional framework which 

sets rules, collects data on catches and informs 

on the outcomes of the event. 

For the Australian context, at least two questions arise: 

 is “barter trade” of indigenous catch by 

indigenous harvesters deemed to be selling? 

 is the value (and profit motive) of fishing 

guides and fishing charters within the definition 

of recreational fishing?  

Economic Scale of Australian Recreational Sector 

The FRDC (FRDC, 2010 p. 16) cited the Recreational Sector 

catch at around 30,000 tonnes, with 3.4 million 

participants (persons 5 years and older), with an 

estimated annual direct expenditure for the sector at 

$1.9 billion.  (This estimate is now 10 year old and by 

CPI movements alone is now increased 1.47 times 

larger at $2.8 billion). 

The Corporation referenced the National Recreational 

and Indigenous Fishing Survey 2001, as the most recent 

authoritative source (Campbell, et al., 2005 p. 9). 

Possible Elements for a Recreational Fishing Measure 

What are the critical elements of a recreational fishery 

economic value measure? 

1. Fishery use value 

As noted above we seek a measure of economic value 

for recreational fisheries “in use”.  Non-use values are 

not included.  This measure needs to incorporate 

producer and consumer surplus where appropriate, 

and be rigorous, repeatable and nationally uniform. 

2. Contribution, not Impact? 

Are we trying to determine an economic valuation (i.e. 

contribution), or an economic impact? 

A recent Australian recreational fishery valuation (Ernst & 

Young, 2011) noted the differences in approach between 

economic valuation studies, and economic impact or 

cost benefit studies.  The report noted: 

“An economic contribution study is likened to an 

economic accounting exercise for a specific period that 

seeks to capture all of the market-related activity flows 

for the Recreational Fishing Sector.  Economic impacts 

are normally assessed where a specific change (or 

“shock”) to the status quo is identified.  An economic 

impact study also requires the consideration of a 

counter factual scenario (that is, what would people 

spend their money on in the absence of recreational 

fishing?).” 
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This Issues Paper is focused on economic valuation, not 

economic impact.  Clearly any comprehensive database 

generated for the former would provide excellent 

baseline data for selective use by the latter. 

Put another way there are two broad categories of 

valuation that are available to us to deliver what we 

want to know: 

1. Economic value derived by recreational fishers 

from single or multiple fishing spots/resources, 

or 

2. Changes in economic value derived by 

recreational fishers for single or multiple sites 

due to changes in the attributes that affect the 

flow and size of benefits. 

Category 1 gives us economic value; category 2 gives 

us economic impact.  Our national jurisdictional needs 

will be best met by using category 1. 

3. Fisher behaviour 

Learnings from other commercial fisheries confirm that 

fishing (fishers, natural resources, species management, 

harvest and process procedures, and downstream uses, 

etc) is a complex activity.  Recreational fishing also 

incorporates much of this complexity, but it adds a 

further intense layer of emotional amenity for relaxation 

and connectedness to nature and the great outdoors. 

Some fishers may decide to forego a day’s wages to go 

fishing, thereby making a choice about the value of 

economic wages compared to the recreational value 

from fishing.  Most expenditure surveys show most 

anglers are cost conscious…the top 25% are avid and 

exhibit enthusiast behavior (which suggests some 

economic irrationality). 

Most fishers will seek to align their behaviours with 

Ecologically Sustainable Development (EDS) principles, 

managed via an Ecosystem Based Fisheries 

Management (EBFM) approach. 

4. Flexibility across Jurisdictions 

The cross-jurisdictional approach to a standard 

recreational fishery value measure must be flexible. 

There will be broad agreement on central themes but 

there will also need to be some give-and-take on local 

mutations to meet jurisdictional attributes and local 

peculiarities.  All stakeholders and advocates must keep 

their eyes on the long term mutually available benefits 

that will flow to all stakeholders from comprehensive 

and accurate national economic valuation of 

recreational fisheries. 

5. Cost effectiveness 

There is no natural data (catch, price, etc) arising from 

the use of fish stocks by recreational fishers.  It is 

therefore a real challenge for fishers, communities or 

governments to assemble the resources to collate this 

data. 

When dealing with the myriad recreational fisheries 

around Australia, it is extremely expensive to collect and 

collate all data necessary to service the decision 

matrices of all existing and potential information users 

and decision makers.  As noted by ABARES 15 years 

ago: 

“Information should be gathered to the point where the 

expected benefit from gathering additional information 

equals the cost of obtaining that information.  

Additional information will produce benefits if it reduces 

the probability of making a wrong decision.  So the 

expected net benefit from new information depends on 

how much it reduces the chance of making a wrong 

decision, the cost of a wrong decision and the cost of 

acquiring the information.” (ABARES, 1997)   

Since then the community has increased its demands 

for both the scope and integrity of data to guide 

natural resource use and management.  The context 

may be shifting but the core questions must still be 

addressed - Why do we really need this data and why 

can we seemingly live without it? 

Clearly, national adoption of a uniform economic 

valuation technique and method is central to the cost 

effectives of collection, and to the subsequent use of 

data for decision making. 

The key point is - How often will survey data need to be 

collected and collated to ensure the integrity of 

valuation estimates?  Dynamic environments will require 

more frequent surveys to ensure end user confidence in 

the values.  Fishery managers may want a higher level 

of confidence in the values than do other end users. 

6. Social Impacts 

In common with the indigenous and commercial 

sectors (wild catch and aquaculture), various forms of 

social value (eg. health, lifestyle, community resilience) 

beyond economic GVP, are high among participants in 

the Recreational Sector. 

Papers at the recent Recreational Fishing Conference 

on the Gold Coast confirmed the sector’s progress in 

quantifying key social variables, but more work is 

needed to fully capture this in meaningful economic 

language.  Our economic value measure will need to 
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be a work-in-progress with capacity to incorporate this 

expanding social fishing lexicon as it emerges. 

Other Recreational Sector Valuations 

Recreation is big business in Australia.  The Australian 

Sports Commission detailed information regarding 

recreational activity in its latest Annual Report (2010) 

(Participation in Exercise, Recreation and Sport 2010 , 2010).  The fishing sector 

was rated tenth in the nation’s top recreation 

participation rates.  Industry advice suggests there are 

inconsistencies regarding the Commission’s method for 

accessing data and calculating participation rates.  

Clearly the fishing industry itself has not undertaken any 

comprehensive recreational survey for over a decade 

now to inform itself, let alone other parties. 

By way of example, available summary data for golf and 

racing recreation activities is as follows
10

: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      

10
 The examples here can be matched by the US Recreational Fishing Sector 

expenditure and economic impact material.  Equivalent material for the NSW 

Recreational Fishing Sector is expected to be available in a few months. pers. 

comm. A. McIlgorm. 

 

3. Valuation Task and Status 

On its opening page this Paper introduced the need to 

choose between 3 available economic valuation 

approaches.  This choice is critical to the cost 

effectiveness of the valuation procedure, and to its 

fitness for the desired purpose of end-users. 

End Users must answer the first question – “What are 

we aiming to achieve with this economic valuation?” 

The values can be from primary industry food value 

“GVP equivalent” of the recreational fishery catch, to 

economic expenditure, to contribution and impact in 

the wider economy.  Additional values are in respect of 

the value of access to the fishery. 

The following discussion summarises valuation methods 

and techniques for recreational fisheries in selected 

advanced economies.  This is followed by a snapshot of 

the status of economic valuation for recreational 

fisheries across Australian jurisdictions. 

Choice of Methods and Techniques 

Best practice valuation approaches will reference real 

fishing “market” data where it is available, accurate and 

cost effective.  As no recreational fishing market exists, 

there is no direct basis for estimation of recreational 

fishing benefits and values.   

Other non-market valuation techniques must be used.  

These techniques use surrogate or proxy market data 

(Revealed Preferences), or techniques that simulate 

fishers’ demand or choices (Stated Preferences). 

As noted by ABARES “Revealed preference methods 

estimate people’s Willingness to Pay (WTP) through 

observing their behaviours in markets of closely related 

goods.  In contrast, stated preference methods use 

survey based non-market valuation methods that 

involve asking people to state their preferences for 

different alternative outcomes of management or policy 

options.” 
11

 

A preferred valuation technique must offer a cost 

effective, accessible, repeatable longterm value basis for 

recreational fishing.  The literature identifies 7 main 

valuation techniques as summarised in Figure 2. 

 

                                                      
11

 Comments from ABARES 19 September 2012. 

Australian Golf Economy 
Source: The Australian Golf Industry Economic Report : 2010, Australian Golf Industry 
Council.  Other economic data sources:  Surveys, sector reports, databases 

No. of Participants per year 1.18 million (2008) 

Contribution to Australian economy $2.941 billion (2008) 

Direct Revenue earned $2,315 million 

 Facilities revenue $1,600 million 
 Course capital investment $234 million 
 Equipment and supplies $284 million 
 Earnings of Ass’ns, charities, tournaments $194 million 

Indirect Revenue earned $627 million 

 Real estate $67 million 
 Hospitality & tourism $560 million 

Economic Contribution per golfer $2,490 

No. of Courses with facilities (i.e. club) 1,650 

Avg. Revenue per Course $924,000 
 

Racing Economy 

Including thoroughbreds, harness racing, and greyhounds. 
Source: Racing in the Asian Century 2011, Australian Racing Board; Productivity 
Commission 2010.  Other economic data sources:  Surveys, sector reports, databases. 
 

Race Day Participants per year 4.9 million (2010) 

Employment FTE’s  48,680 (2010) 

Contribution to Australian economy $8.0 billion (2001) 

No. of Clubs 569 (379 thoroughbred, 114 harness, 76 greyhound) 

Racing Wagering Turnover $17.39 billion (2005) 

Racing Wagering Losses by Punters $2.37 billion (2005) 
 

Thoroughbred racing (2010) 

 Annual investment by breeders & trainers $1.1 billion 

 Taxes paid to Federal / State Gov’ts $1.17 billion 
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Figure 2. Economic Valuation Techniques for Recreational Fishing 

Technique Estimated Value Methodology Advantages / Disadvantages 
& Comment 

A. Revealed Preference Techniques 

1. Single Site Travel 
Cost Method 
(TCM) 

Estimate an average 
non-market use value 
per trip per fisher or 
group 

 

Uses information on 
travel costs to assess 
the recreational value 
of a specific site. 

Use fishers’ monetary spend to indicate the 
benefits derived from the activity.  Task is to 
identify the site and survey (staged for avidity, 
recency and seasonality) a sample of parties 
(fishers & non-fishers) re: 

 Direct trip expense on transport, 
accommodation, site access fees, equipment, 
bait, tackle, opportunity cost of time, GST/taxes, 
etc 

 Attributed investment in transport (vehicles, 
boats), accommodation (beach houses), rods & 
equipment (electronic gear, binoculars), etc and 
related maintenance, and insurance. 

 Trip duration, residence income, demographics, 
reason for and type of activity pursued, 
alternative site options, and trip frequency, etc 

 Follow-up mail surveys to identify sample and 
confirm data, etc 

Advantages: 

 Uses actual raw data for direct, indirect 
and investment spend, 

 Uses actual behaviour - low bias potential, 
 Can reduce survey recall/fatigue problems 
 Relatively low costs to design and 

implement - less time consuming for 
fishers and for modeling and analyses. 

Disadvantages: 

 Requires large sample size, 
 Prone to biases due to multi-

purpose/multi-destination trips, calculation 
of distance costs, holiday makers versus 
residents, substitute sites.  Tends to 
overestimate the value due to biases. 

 Does not include non-use values, 
 Site specific and relates only to the type of 

fishing activity at that site for the 
conditions prevailing at the time. 

2. Multisite Travel 
Cost Method + 
Random Utility 
Modelling (RUM) 

Estimate the 
aggregate average 
value derived by 
recreational fishers 
from multiple 
recreational fishing 
sites/ boat ramps 

Commonly used to extend TCM, cost effectively.  
Task similar to single site TCM, except that survey 
design is more complex to capture individual fisher 
party preferences across multiple sites, as is 
model design and output analyses.  Technique 
was used in 2010 Great Barrier Reef, Canada; 
2008 France; 2007 Qld freshwater dams; 2006 
USA; 2003 WA; 2002 Brazilian regional fisheries 

As for Travel Cost Method, plus 
disadvantages of: 

 Additional complexity, time and cost, 
 Interpretation limited to the sites surveyed, 
 Survey techniques focus on average 

rather than marginal values. 

 

3. Hedonic Pricing 
Method 

Estimate value of site 
attribute, via 
willingness to pay for 
a key outcome. 

Most suited to deriving the implicit value for an 
environmental good or service where benefits are 
capitalised (eg. value of water views embedded in 
value of a residence used for recreational fishing.) 

Unreliable results may arise if sufficient 
range of data and site attributes is not used. 

B. Stated Preference Techniques 

4. Contingent 
Valuation Method 
(CV) 

Estimate marginal 
willingness to pay for a 
policy /investment 
/resource use change. 

In the CV questionnaire 
people are asked how 
much they would be 
willing to pay for a 
change in the quality or 
quantity of a resource. 

For a defined non-market recreational outcome, 
survey representative fishers’ about willingness 
to pay for hypothetical market benefits to 
determine values.  Technique was used in: 

 2010 Aust. - Tasmania (IMAS, 2011)., 
 2007 Aust. - Qld freshwater dams, 
 2005 England – South west fisheries, 
 2004 USA – Hawaiian threadfin, 
 2004 Nordic Countries valuation, 
 2001 NZ National valuation. 

Advantages: 

 Can value both use and non-use values, 
 No spend data needed, 
 Can assess potential policy change, 

Disadvantages: 

 Can value only a single policy alternative 
or management change, 

 Induces potential bias, such as “yea 
saying”, strategic bias, and scope issues, 

 Costly, time consuming, 

5. Choice Modelling 
Method (CM) 

Respondents are 
presented with 
alternative resource 
allocations and asked to 
choose preferred option.   

Survey representative fishers using choice sets 
to reveal aggregate preferences regarding 
hypothetical policy changes. 

Technique has limited use. 

CM values the shift from the status quo to 
the alternative management scenario.  
Similar benefits to CV but: 

 with added flexibility across multiple 
options and attributes, and also, 

 with added design complexity and cost. 

C. Other Techniques 

6. Expenditure 
Method Input-
output, or Total 
Expenditure 

Estimate of total 
expenditure and output 
by type and jurisdiction 

Two techniques used independently – Input-
Output Model(IOM), and Total Expenditure 
Summary (TES).  Techniques were used in: 

 IOM 2010 Victorian state valuation (E&Y) 
 TES 2002  Australian valuation NRIFS 

Main benefit is reduced cost and simple 
design 

Output modeling requires appropriate 
access to and use of multipliers. 

7. Benefit Transfer 
Method 

Transfer benefits found 
in one study to a similar 
study 

Selective application of TCM, CV etc  Technique 

used in 2011 Vic. Murray Darling Basin (Ernst & 

Young, 2011) 

Can provide cost savings but studies must 
be aligned to avoid errors. 

Key Sources: a). Valuing Fisheries – An Economic Framework, UQ Press, 2002, edited by Tor Hundloe. b).ABARES, Valuing Recreational Fishing, 1997, www.adl.brs.gov.au/data/ /pe_abarebrs99001459 
/vrf97_rec_fishing.pdf  c) ABARES comments 19September 2012. 
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Summary data presented in Figure 3, suggests that a 

number of advanced economies use two key methods 

to value their recreational fisheries: 

 Multisite Travel Cost (TCM) Method (including 

Random Utility Modelling); and 

 Contingent Valuation (CV) Technique. 

A number of recent approaches have used a 

combination of techniques based on TCM or CV, 

depending on the outputs sought.  All methods require 

surveys of sample populations of fishers and the public. 

Global Valuation Status 

This paper has reviewed the literature relating to the 

status of recreational fishery valuation across global 

economies advanced in this field.  Figures 3 presents a 

summary of this review.  The status of Australian 

approaches is discussed separately in Figure 4. 

These selected overseas economies can be considered 

as exemplars of the emerging preferred valuation 

approaches, valuation techniques and outcomes.  But 

these are methods to suit their needs, and may not be 

appropriate at this time for Australia. 

Data has been drawn from public reports, agency 

websites, recreational fishing organisations, and 

specialist proceedings (ASFB, 2008). 

Other countries may also be considered (e.g. Sweden, 

Norway, Finland, Denmark, The Netherlands, Brazil) but 

relevant data on their respective approaches and 

current status are very difficult to access. 

Recent US Experience 

A review by the National Academy of Sciences of the 

last US recreational fishery valuation in 2006 reviewed 

the types of survey methods used to estimate catch in 

recreational fisheries, including state/federal 

cooperative programs. The report found inter alia: 

 Marine fisheries management goals, 

objectives, and context have changed since 

the recreational fishery survey program was 

begun in 1979.  Management decisions are 

often made at finer spatial and temporal 

scales than they were earlier, the mix of 

recreational and commercial fishing has 

changed for many areas and species, and 

stock-assessment models now make greater 

use of data from recreational fisheries, 

 Many of the independent surveys conducted 

by individual states, as well as state-run 

surveys that are components of the MRFSS 

(Marine Recreational Fishing Statistical Survey), 

are different from each other and from the 

central survey approach in important ways, 

including sampling, data collection, and 

preparation of estimators, 

 A much greater degree of standardisation 

among state surveys, and between state 

surveys and the central national survey 

program should be achieved. 

The report recommended many changes, in particular: 

 Establishing a comprehensive, universal 

national sampling frame, based on national 

registration of all saltwater anglers or through 

new or existing state saltwater license 

programs that would allow no exemptions and 

that would provide appropriate contact 

information from anglers fishing in all marine 

waters, both state and federal. 

 A permanent and independent research 

group should be established and funded to 

evaluate the statistical design and adequacy of 

recreational fishery surveys and to guide 

necessary modifications or new initiatives. 

Global Summary 

Across the global perspective the relevant learnings 

from this table for Australia, are: 

 The need for efficient and effective valuation 

of recreational fisheries is universally agreed, 

 The valuation issues and challenges Australia 

faces are similar to global experience, 

 Canada is the most advanced in 

comprehensively and accurately valuing its 

national recreational fishery, 

 Access to a consistent national recreational 

fishing license data base is a key reason for 

the efficiency and integrity of the Canadian 

valuation approach.  License data is surveyed 

and collated jointly by Provincial and National 

Agencies and organisations. 

 Travel Cost Method (a Revealed Preference 

Technique) is the preferred valuation method, 

with complementary Random Utility Modelling 

used to enhance data and valuation integrity 

across multiple sites, 

 The US and Canadian cases demonstrate the 

worth of a standard national approach.  Given 

the range of approaches currently used in 

Australia (see Figure 4) investment in a 

standard national approach across all 

jurisdictions demands high priority. 
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Figure 3. Status of Recreational Valuation and Data Management in Advanced Fishing Economies 

 

 Agency Approach to Recreational Data Management What data is collected Key Findings 

C
an

ad
a 

 Department of 
Fisheries and 
Oceans Canada, 
with support from 
Provincial and 
Territory 
agencies 

(Fisheries and 
Oceans Canada , 
2010) 

 A consistent national Travel Cost approach 
 Survey conducted every 5 years since 1975; 2010 survey 

was the 8th.  Target population of all individuals in provincial 
and territorial fishing licence databases. 

 In 2010 questionnaires were mailed out to almost 102,000 
households within Canada and in other countries to obtain 
information on recreational fishing activities. 

 Sample design based on license databases in each 
jurisdiction.  Samples selected via stratified, systematic 
random samples of licence type and region. Sample sizes 
were determined from the reliability estimates for days fished 
for each stratum, per 2005 Survey results. 

 Specific adjustments undertaken by individual provinces. 
 Northwest Territories survey was conducted by DFO 

headquarters using samples provided by the jurisdiction. 

The 2010 survey collected information on:  
 Angler profile (age, sex, residence, etc.), 
o Recreational fishing activities, including fishing effort by 

region, Number of fish caught and retained, and Harvest by 
species and by fishery management/economic region.  

 Various questions focusing on aquatic invasive species, 
 Trip information for non-resident anglers, 
 Expenditures including major purchases or investments 

attributable to fishing activities, package deals purchased, and 
direct expenditures related to fishing trip activities. 

 Each province/territory also asked supplementary questions on 
recreational fishing activities and programs in their respective 
jurisdictions.  The supplementary questions for the Northwest 
Territories were formulated by staff from DFO’s Central and 
Arctic region based in Winnipeg. 

2010 Recreational anglers: 
o Licensed 3.6 million: Active 3.3 million (males 77%) 
o Avg days fished per angler 13.2 days 
o Fish caught/kept 193/63 million (21 fish kept/angler) 

Fishing Trip Expenses: C$2.5Bn ($766/active angler) 
Transport $281; Food and Lodging $240;Package deals $120; Fishing 
Services/Other $125 

Fishing Investment Expenditure: C$5.8Bn 
 wholly attributable $2.95Bn. ($898/active angler) 

Boating equipment $343; Special vehicles $189;Camping equipment $111; 
Land & Building $152;Fishing equipment $77, Other $26.   

 partially attributable $2.87Bn  
Total Expenditure by: 

Residents %95; Non-resident Canadians 3%, Other 2% 

U
S

A
 

 Dept of 
Commerce, with 
NOAA (National 
Oceanic and 
Atmospheric 
Admin) and 
NMFS (National 
Marine Fisheries 

Service) (DoC, 

2008) 
 Magnuson-

Stevens Fishery 
Conservation Act  

 Some states do not use saltwater angler’s licenses.  So 
surveys aggregate state and regional Travel Cost data into a 
Marine Recreational Information Program (MRIP) 

 National Marine Fisheries Service has surveyed marine 
catch, effort and participation since 1998; last in 2011 (Nat’l 
Survey of Economic Contributions to Saltwater Angling - 15 
million anglers across 23 states). 

 MRIP consists of three independent and complementary 
surveys of catch, effort, participation, and fishing modes 
(shore, private boat, rental boat, charter boat). 
o a trip intercept survey of ~6000 fishing pressure sites 
o an economic data intercept survey 
o 42,000 mail surveys of investments & demographic data 
o States contribute additional data from licenses etc 

 2006 survey - Direct + Indirect data and expenditures - state, 
county, residence zip code, hours fished, main area fished, 
target species, party makeup, gear used, license data, days 
fished in last 2 & 12 months, length & weight of fish, species 
retained & released, disposition of catch, angler, overnight trip 
information (days, lodging, purpose), trip expenditures, fishing 
ability, boat ownership, durable investment spend, 

 Induced Expenditure Data – state/region/nation income, taxes, 
value added, input-output analyses, and state level multipliers 
for angler expenditures and employment impacts 

 Key Pt:  An independent periodic review of survey methodology 
recommended a registry of national marine fishers and changes 

to the sampling frame. (US National Academy of Sciences, 2006) 

2006 Recreational saltwater anglers: (Genter, et al., 2008) 
o Licensed 24.7m 
o Avg days fished per angler 5.2 days 

Fishing Trip Expenses: US$5.8Bn ($235/saltwater angler) 
Transport $48; Food $47; Lodging $39;Tackle $18; Bait $14; Rent, etc $69 

Fishing Investment Expenditure: US$25.6Bn ($1036/angler) 
Boat purchases $279; Special vehicles $215; Home purchases and 
Mt’ce$205; Fishing equipment $121; Camping equipment $9, Other $207 

Total Expenditure: State residents %83, Nonresidents 17% 
Employment: 533,813 jobs supported. 
 

The ongoing US MRIP is considered by a number of Australian recreational 
fishery researchers to be the international reporting benchmark for recreational 

fisheries.  Also see (Steinback, et al., 2004) 

F
ra

n
ce

  IFREMER 

(IFREMER, 2008) 

 Between 2006 and 2008, Ifremer (French Research Institute for Exploration of the Sea) implemented the first national survey of French recreational fisheries.  Based on the Travel Cost approach, the survey aimed to 
assess the number of fishers and effort, landings, the diversity of practices and species, and economic contributions.  The method involved a telephone survey of sample (15,085) of national households, followed by 
detailed on-site interviews of catch, trip expenditure etc.  The study found 2.45 million recreational fishers (5.1% of population - 82% males) with an average of 13 fishing trips per year. 

 The study divided the costs in to three items: average direct trip expenditure 28€, average investment costs per fisher 87€, and average annual cost per boat 1,701€. 
 A license is not required for recreational fishing in France. 

U
K

 

 DEFRA s (DEFRA, 
2012) with 
CEFAS, MMO 
and IFCAs 

 England’s Dept of Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (DEFRA) will conduct its most comprehensive survey of recreational fishing during 2012.  The survey, Sea Angling 2012, will find out how many people enjoy the 
sport, how much fish they catch within six nautical miles of the coast, what is returned alive, and how important the sport is to the country’s economy.   

 European legislation requires EU Members to collect and report data on recreational catches of certain species – including bass, cod and sharks – to give a clearer picture of stock impacts. 
 Sea Angling 2012 will be carried out by DEFRA affiliates – MMO (Marine Management Organisation), CEFAS (Centre for Environment, Fisheries & Aquaculture Science), and the new local IFCAs (Inshore Fisheries 

and Conservation Authorities).  The survey will give sea anglers input to the new IFCAs as policies develop for managing sustainable fishing.  The valuation techniques used with this data have not been advised. 

N
Z

 

 MAF (MAF, 2012), 
NIWA & BOMR 

 In 2011/12 summer, NZ’s Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF), National Institute of Water and Atmospheric (NIWA) Research and Blue Water Marine Research (BOMR) undertook marine boat ramp surveys, 
aerial surveys and diary surveys with about 7000 fishers on when, where and how they fish, along with their total catch to better understand and manage recreational fisheries.  .  The valuation techniques to be used 
with this data have not been advised.  The full results of the research programme are expected to be released in June 2013. 

Ir
el

an
d

  Inland Fisheries 

Ireland (IFI, 2012) 

 IFI has appointed Tourism Development International (an independent company) to undertake a Socio-Economic Survey of Recreational Angling in Ireland.  The survey will establish the current volume and value of 
domestic and overseas recreational angling in Ireland. 

 The Survey will consult sea anglers and inform IFI and its tourism partners and also enable improved strategic planning and decision making in respect of product development and marketing. 
 The survey comprises two parts, a household survey and a survey of recreational anglers which will commence in April 2012.  Anglers will be met at fishing locations throughout Ireland and invited to participate there 

and then, or later by phone or on-line.  The valuation techniques to be used with this data have not been advised. 
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Australian Valuation Status 

Figure 4 summarises the current status of recreational 

fishery valuation data across all Australian jurisdictions.  

The key points from this summary are: 

 There is no ongoing program of national 

recreational fishery valuations at a national 

level.  The last national valuation was in 2001. 

 Agencies in each state and territory maintain 

their own specific program to periodically 

sample (i.e. survey) recreational fishery users, 

 The prime motivation for these jurisdiction 

specific programs is to inform fishery 

managers regarding stock status and 

environmental sustainability, 

 Where economic valuation data is collected 

/managed /reported regarding recreational 

fisheries, it is largely based on fisher trip 

records, with elements of fishers’ economic 

willingness-to-pay for services, input-output 

modeling, and direct trip costing excluding 

investment expenditure, 

 Data survey frames vary greatly across 

jurisdictions, by target user, and also spatially 

and temporally.  Some programs are frequent 

and comprehensive (e.g. NT), some are 

infrequent and respond to specific issues (e.g. 

NSW), and others address only part of the 

recreational fishery (e.g. boats users in WA, or 

rock lobster fishers in SA). 

 Licensing is not consistent across Australia.  

Some jurisdictions maintain comprehensive 

licensing policies with specific exemptions 

(NSW, Vic.); some require licences for specific 

fisher cohorts (Qld charter boats, Tasmania 

abalone, WA boat owners); and others only 

require licences for specific gear types (SA) or 

to access indigenous land (NT). 

 Single user license or permit access fees range 

from $0/year to $40/year, 

 All jurisdictions provide specific access rights 

for customary fishers, 

 All jurisdictions confirmed the view that there 

is merit in a nationally consistent, cost 

effective, repeatable approach to economic 

valuation of Australian recreational fisheries.  

All jurisdictions also note the difficulty is 

securing resources to maintain such a 

program. 
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Figure 4. Status of Recreational Fishery Valuation and Data Management in Australia 

User Key Points Recreational Licensing Costs and Other Details Latest Economic Data 

QLD 

James 
Webley 

 Range of survey data collated every 5 yrs – SWRFS, 
RFISH, Charter log books 

 Over 160,000 recreational vessels in use 
 Qld Boat & Fish Patrol (QBFP) oversights /supports 

recreational and charter activity. 
 Number of voluntary data / sample programs 
 Other fisher breakup data?? 

 No tidal waters permit; some for stocked dams 
 Stocked Impoundment Permit Scheme (SIPS) 

across 32 dams raises funds for stocking of native 
fish fingerlings and enhancements. 

 Admin fee levied on power boat registrations 
 Special rights for customary fishers 
 Charter boat license required 

 Input and output management - species, gear, 
size, bag limits, spatial and temporal closures 

 SIPS permit/yr. $36. 
 Person >18yrs need a permit - applies to the use 

of a fishing line or set line only. 
 Some species regulated by take/bag limit, size or 

closure.  Bait harvest limit by volume & gear 

 Last survey 2010 - 5 yr cycle. Avail. mid yr. 
 11,000 random households contacted. ~3,600 fishers 

selected for12-month diary survey 
 C’ntl Qld 2006-7 trip data with Bill Sawynok 
 QGFA trip data – holder?? 
 Limited data on economic trip/ contribution/ impact – 

residential data 

NSW 

Jeff Murphy 

 40 surveys since 1990 - mostly responses to events - 
Plans for a rolling survey not yet implemented. 

 NRIFS - 1 million recreational fishers (17% participation)  
 30% of all Australian recreational fishers 
 Commercial catch has been removed from ~30 new 

recreational fishery havens 

 License for all rec. fishers, except <18yrs, 
pensioners, indigenous person, private dam users 

 Applies to spear /hand /gathering /trapping /prawn 
netting or when possessing gear near waters. 

 Special rights for customary fishers 
 Game fishing tournaments 
 Charter boat license required 

 Input and output management - species, gear, 
size, bag limits, spatial and temporal closures 

 License fee/yr. $30 – introduced in 2001 
 Fees placed in trusts (fresh & salt water) - used 

for recreational fishery research and project 

support.  Est. funds of $11 mil/yr (NSW DPI, 2011) 

Last state wide survey in 2001. Recent studies include: 
 2001 Economics of Snowy Mountains trout 
 2003 Economic impacts of Sydney rec. fishers 
 2004 Striped Marlin economic impact report 
 2005 Importance of recreational fishing expenditure to 

regional economies 

VIC 

Natalie 
Bridge, 
Simon 
Conron 

 Regular surveys - state, species & region – new survey 
being developed 

 ~720,000 recreational fishers in 2008-09 – avg. 12 trips/yr 
 67% of fishers are male:  64% live Melbourne 
 Highest use: bait fishing (97%), and lure (67%) 
 Range of fisher ages; 45-54yrs largest at 25% 
 Concern re sample frame used in reports 

 License for all recreational fishers 18-70 yrs, 
with some categories exempt 

 Special rights for customary fishers 
 No separate Charter boat license required 
 Proposals tabled to use TARC (Total Allowable 

Recreational Catch) for key species 

 Input and output management - species, gear, 
size, bag limits, spatial and temporal closures 

 License fee/yr. $25 
 License fees allocated to projects and programs 

to improve recreational fishing in the state 
 Use of small targeted telephone surveys 

A number of economic studies including: 
 2011 Murray Darling Basin study 
 2010 Murray Cod recreational study 
 2009 Economic impact of Rec. Fishery: 
o Avg costs per trip $250 (trip + investment) 
o Direct costs est. at $2.3 Bn in 2008-09 
o Direct and flow on jobs in Vic. est. at 5,200 

TAS 

Jeremy 
Lyle 

 Regular state and regional/species surveys 
 ~118,000 recreational fishers in 2007 (25% participation) 
 Mean 5 days per year per fisher 
 ~20% of state fishers account for 56% of effort 
 ~66% of recreational fishers are males 

 No license in saltwater rod/line.  License for key 
species, gear type and inland rec. fishers 

 Inland Fisheries Service funded from licences 
 Special rights for customary fishers 
 TARC set for rock lobster 
 Charter boat license not required 

 Input and output management - species, gear, 
size, bag limits, spatial and temporal closures 

 License fees/yr. range from $7-42 
 7 main fishing classes – dive, freshwater, game, 

estuarine and inshore, net, offshore bottom, 
lobster 

 Most recreational fishers live in Hobart region 

 General Surveys in 2001 and 2008; Rock lobster in 
2008; and Game fishery in 2007  

 Mean willingness to pay for a day of inshore saltwater 
fishing was $78 ($87 for Rocklobster).  But these only 
represent direct trip costs, not investment 
expenditure. 

SA 

Tim Ward 

 Regular state surveys: charter (since 2005); RL permit 
(1999); and unlicensed (2001) 

 236,000 recreational fishers ( 16% participation) 
 Avg 4.5 days per fisher; ~70% males 
 20% of fishers account for 44% of effort 

 No license required, but must register some 
gear types (eg. for rock lobster) 

 Special rights for customary fishers 
 Charter boat license required 

 Input and output management - species, gear, 
size, bag limits, spatial and temporal closures 

 Annual license fee depends on type of gear – 
e.g. Specific licences for lobster 

 Last survey conducted in 2007-08. 
 Conducted in 3 parts –telephone interviews, 

intervention onsite interviews, and confirmation follow-
up surveys 

 Limited data on economic contribution/impact 

WA 

Karina 
Ryan 

 Regular state wide surveys every 2 years 
 ~600,000 recreational state fishers 
 ~115,000 rec. from boat licences active 2010 
 ~16 surveys since 1996-boat/species based 
 Gap for shore based fisheries. 
 Moving from umbrella to specific licences 

 License required for boat fishing, key species, 
freshwater angling, netting.  No exemptions. No 
license required for shore fishing.   

 Special rights for customary fishers 
 TARC set for key species 
 Charter licenses & logbooks since 2002 

 Input and output management - species, gear, 
size, bag limits, spatial and temporal closures 

 Boat license/yr. $30 
 Recreational fisher or key species license/yr. $40 
 Fees of~ $6m/yr. contributed to programs 

 Last survey conducted in 2011-12. 
 2010-11 State of the Fisheries Report 
 Limited data on economic contribution / impacts 

NT 

Phil Hall 

 Regular survey every 5-10 yrs, + local surveys 
 Significant but declining effort since 2006 
 2010: ~160,000 fish caught, 120,000 released, and 

~170,000 line hours 
 $35 million/yr. spent in NT on trip costs 

 No license, permit to access Aboriginal land 
 Special rights for customary fishers 
 Charter boat license required 
 Fish Tour Operators license required – some 

aligned with Aboriginal landholders 

 Input and output management - species, gear, 
size, bag limits (General Personal Possession 
Limit of 30 fish), spatial and temporal closures 

 >75% of angling is boat based due to crocodiles 
 >80% of FTO clients from NSW, Vic, Qld, SA 
 ~200 licensed Fish Tour Operators (FTOs) 

 Last complete survey in 2010,  Fish Tour (FTO) log 
data since 1994 – good trip costs 

 General data includes residents & visitors, effort, 
catch, release and some expenditure 

 2010 – Fishery Status Report 
 Limited data on economic contribution / impacts 

Nation 
 One survey conducted (NRIFS 2002) - no regular surveys 
 No commonwealth recreational fisheries 
 Est. 50% of recreational catch is released 

 Year-on-year effort is stable, or decreasing (e.g. 
young people in SA) 

 NRIFS 2001 - 3.36 million recreational fishers/yr 

 No existing recreational fishery legislation o  
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End Users of Recreational Fishing Data 

Figure 5 details existing and potential end users (and 

their needs and uses) for recreational fishery economic 

valuation data.  Table details are drawn from: 

 Australian industry reports, advice and 

consultation in 2012, 

 Reference to detailed valuation reports 

undertaken in Canada (Survey of Recreational 

Fishing in Canada 2010) and the USA (Review 

of Recreational Fisheries Survey Methods, 

National Academy of Science 2006; and The 

Economic Contribution of Marine Angler 

Expenditures in the USA, 2006), and 

 Web searches of relevant material. 

The “GVP Equivalent” (GVPE) priority identified for each 

class of user has been assigned by Ridge Partners 

based on preliminary assessment undertaken in 

preparing this Issues Paper. 

These matters require industry discussion at a 

forthcoming national workshop. 

4. Next Step 

This Issues Papers draws together a number of data 

streams as baseline information to guide industry and 

agency decisions regarding valuation approaches, 

methods and techniques for the national recreational 

fishing sector. 

The Issues Paper has: 

 Identified the three economic valuation 

approaches that are available to end users to 

consider as an appropriate valuation start 

point. 

 Outlined the context, issues and challenges in 

measuring the economic value of recreational 

fishing at a national level, 

 Provided a snapshot regarding the status and 

relevant progress on global and jurisdictional 

valuations, 

 Reviewed available global fishery valuation 

techniques and methods, 

 Identified the end-users of recreational fishing 

data, their economic data needs, and 

appropriate collection methods. 

Data sources have largely been desk and literature 

based, with selected consultation with industry and 

agency experts across all jurisdictions. 

A number of industry leaders, agencies and advisers 

have contributed to successive drafts of this Paper.  

This advice and input is greatly valued by the author. 

The next stage in the project is for a national workshop 

of experienced recreational fishery leaders, agency 

experts and stakeholders, to consider the Paper, 

identify related matters, discuss options and impacts, 

and establish a priority pathway and steering group to 

implement a national recreational fishery economic 

valuation measure in the next year. 
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Figure 5. End Users of Comprehensive Recreational Fishery Economic Data 

Potential end users of Economic information re Recreational Fishing? Expenditure Elements Trip Elements Needs for / Uses of Economic Data Priority Identified End Users for GVPE Info 

Recreational Fishing Industry       

1. Fishers – Private, Party, etc  Opportunity cost of time Attributable trip costs Trip & investment planning, general info High Recfish Aust. & affiliates 

2. National Recreational Fishing Organisations   N/A Advocacy, planning, access, management, etc High ARFF; AFTA, ANSA; GFAA, & affiliates 

3. State and Territory Recreational Fishing Organisations Qld All capital & operating costs N/A Advocacy, planning, access, management, etc High Sunfish; Qld Amateur Fishing Clubs Ass’n 

4.  NSW All capital & operating costs N/A Advocacy, planning, access, management, etc High Rec. Fish. Alliance of NSW 

5.  Vic All capital & operating costs N/A Advocacy, planning, access, management, etc High VRFish Ass’n; ANSA Victoria 

6.  Tas. All capital & operating costs N/A Advocacy, planning, access, management, etc High TARFish Ass’n 

7.  SA All capital & operating costs N/A Advocacy, planning, access, management, etc High SARFAC, SAFlyFish Assn; SA Fr’water Angler Assn 

8.  WA All capital & operating costs N/A Advocacy, planning, access, management, etc High Australian Anglers Ass’n WA;  

9.  NT All capital & operating costs N/A Advocacy, planning, access, management, etc High Amateur Fish Ass’n of NT 

Recreational Fishing Service Providers / Data End-Users       

10. Accommodation: hotels, motels, apartments, caravan parks, camps  Charges NOP (not otherwise paid) Attributable trip costs Scheduling, market segmentation, plan, distrib’n High Accom. Ass’n of Aust.; Caravan Parks Ass’n & 
affiliates 11. Fishing Houses: estate agents, financiers, security, maintenance servicers  Capital & operating costs NOP Attributable trip costs Market , and sales planning High Real Estate Institute of Australia 

12. Camping Gear: manufacturers, suppliers, traders, importers  Capital cost Attributable trip costs Market , sales planning & distribution Med Australian Camping Ass’n 

13.   Hire charges Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n High Caravan and Camping Ass’n & affiliates 

14.   Maintenance charges Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Low  

15.   Registration & insurance charges Attributable trip costs Compliance, market  and sales planning Low  

16. Bait & Berley: manufacturers, suppliers, traders, importers  Total trip costs Total trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n High Seafood Importers Ass’n of Aust. (SIAA) 

17. Boats & Trailers: manufacturers, servicers, marinas, hirers, distributors  Boat capital cost Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n High Boating Industry Ass’n & affiliates 

18.   Boat charter charges Total trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n High Charter Boat Owners and Operators Ass’n 

(CBOOA) 19.   Boat fuel & oil charges Total trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Low  

20.   Boat hire charges Total trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Med  

21.   Boat maintenance charges Total trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Low  

22.   Boat ramp/marina/mooring charges Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n High Marina Industry Ass’n of Australia 

23.   Boat /trailer insurance charges Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Med  

24.   Boat /trailer registration charges Attributable trip costs Compliance, market and sales planning Low  

25.   Boat safety gear charges Attributable trip costs Compliance, market  and sales planning Low National Marine Safety Committee 

26.   Trailer capital costs Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n High  

27.   Trailer maintenance charges Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Low  

28. Clothing & Apparel: suppliers, traders, importers, design/manufacturers  Capital cost Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n High  

29. Dive Gear: suppliers, service, traders, hire, importers, design/manufacturers  Capital cost Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n High Professional Divers Ass’n of Australia 

30.   Air tank fill charges Total trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Low Aust. Underwater Federation 

31.   Hire charges Total trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n High Hire and Rental Industry Ass’n Ltd (HRIA) 
 32.   Maintenance charges Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Low  

33. Fees & Licences: clubs, ass’s, government agencies, infrastructure owners  Club, Ass’n & Member fees Attributable trip costs Memberships, and service delivery planning High NSW Fishing Clubs Ass’n  Inc.& affiliates 

34.   Dam /impoundment access fees Attributable trip costs Market  and sales planning Med  

35.   Fish Stocking charges & levies Attributable trip costs Restocking planning and budgets Med Freshwater Fishing and Stocking Ass’n Qld 
(FFSAQ) 36.   Competition /tournament fees Total trip costs Event and service delivery planning High ANSA, GFAA 

37.   Fishing license fees Attributable trip costs Compliance, and service delivery planning Low  
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38.   Other access fees/charges Attributable trip costs Event and service delivery planning Low  

39.   Other gov’t license fees/charges Attributable trip costs Compliance, and service delivery planning Low  

40. Fishing Gear: suppliers, service, traders, hire, importers, manufacturers  Tackle capital costs Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n High Aust. Fishing Tackle Ass’n 

41.   Tackle hire charges Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n High Aust. Fishing Tackle M’frs Ass’n 

42.   Tackle maintenance charges Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Low  

43.   Tackle terminal charges Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n High Aust. Fishing Tackle Ass’n 

44. Fishing Services: tours & guides, tourism ass’ns, media outlets, publishers  Tour & Guide fees/charges Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n High Aust. Amuse’t Leisure & Recreat. Ass’n (AALARA) 

45.   Book & magazine subs/charges Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Med Profess’l Fish Instructors & Guides Ass’n (PFIGA) 

46.   Web service fees Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Med  

47.   Other service fees/charges Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Low  

48. Fuel, Gas & Power: suppliers, distributors  Charges Total trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Med  

49. Ice: manufacturers, suppliers, distributors  Charges Total trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Low  

50. Specialist Items: suppliers, distributors, service providers  Gifts / memorabilia charges Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Med  

51.   Capital cost: binoculars, cameras, etc Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n High Optical Distributors & M’frs Ass’n of Aust 
 52.   Capital cost: computers, phones, etc Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Med  

53.   Taxidermy charges Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n High Australian Taxidermists Ass’n 

54.   Insurance charges Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Med  

55. Travel: airlines, car hirers, bus lines, car/RV dealers; vehicle lease companies  Airfares Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Med  

56.   Vehicle capital cost Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n High Recreational Vehicle M’frs Ass’n of Aust. (RVMAA) 

57.   Mobile Home capital cost Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n High Caravan, RV and Accom. Industry of Aust (CRVA) 
 58.   Vehicle hire charges Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n High Hire and Rental Industry Ass’n Ltd (HRIA) 
 59.   Vehicle travel running costs Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Low  

60.   Vehicle maintenance charges Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Low  

61.   Other private travel charges Attributable trip costs Market segmentation, sales planning & distrib’n Low  

62. Food & Liquor: grocery store, supermarket, food service, etc  Only charges for goods NOP Attributable trip costs Scheduling, market segment planning Med  

Governments and NGOs       

63. Federal Government Agencies  Charges Attributable trip costs Policy devel’t, planning, manage’t & investment High FRDC; AFMA; DAFF/ABARES/BRS, SEWPAC 

64. Fishing Industry, Environment, Research    Policy devel’t, planning, manage’t & investment   

65. Whether & Meteorology  Charges Attributable trip costs Whether info, planning and advice Low  

66. State & Territory Government Agencies  Charges Attributable trip costs Policy devel’t, planning, manage’t & investment High As per following functional areas 

67. Fishery Managers & Developers, Environment, Research  Charges Attributable trip costs Plan, Compliance, RD&E, Public Relations High  

68. Parks, Reserves, Public Infrastructure – fees, licences  Charges Attributable trip costs Plan, Compliance, RD&E, Public Relations High  

69. Biosecurity & Customs Officers  Charges Attributable trip costs Plan, Compliance, RD&E, Public Relations Med  

70. Police  Charges Attributable trip costs Plan, Compliance, Public Relations Med  

71. Transport, Infrastructure & Freight  Charges Attributable trip costs Plan, Compliance, RD&E, Public Relations Med  

72. Tourism  Charges Attributable trip costs Plan, Compliance, RD&E, Public Relations High  

73. Foreign: Agencies, Institutions (e.g. OECD, FAO), and NGOs (e.g. WWF)  Charges Attributable trip costs Plan, Compliance, Biosecurity, Public Relations Low  

Researchers and Institutions       

74. Private Researchers and Institutions  Not applicable Not applicable Technology, social science & market RD&E High  

75. Universities, Colleges, TAFEs and RTOs  Not applicable Not applicable Technology, social science & market RD&E High  

76. Local regional and national individuals and organisations  Not applicable Not applicable Broad range of functions, needs and uses Med  
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Appendix 1.  Terms of Reference 

Need 

Recreational fisheries have no reliable and acceptable methodology or mechanisms to measure their economic 

value (direct and indirect) to Australians.  More broadly, the sector has no clear understanding of end-user 

requirements for its economic data, and the most appropriate means of obtaining the required data. 

The impacts of this problem are direct, substantial, local and national.  Measurement enables monitoring of 

performance, which enables management of the resource to consistently achieve best outcomes.  Lack of 

measurement means the sector cannot: 

 quantify the operational or economic size of the national fishery on a reliable and repeatable basis, and 

therefore cannot measure or manage economic performance changes over time, 

 demonstrate with acceptable accuracy the economic contribution to regional and national economies, at 

any time, 

 justify and motivate investment by communities, investors and agencies in recreational fishing, 

 clearly and unambiguously demonstrate that it is a relevant sector or contributor to regional and national 

economies. 

The Recreational Fishing Sector’s 2011 Strategy identifies at least 2 goals (as follows) that demand some type of 

economic measure to demonstrate that they have been achieved. 

 Recreational fishing is acknowledged as an important activity that contributes to the health and well-being 

of Australian society, 

 Recreational fishers have access to a fair and reasonable share of Australia’s fish resources. 

Objectives 

1. Identify end-users of Recreational Fishing data, their economic data needs, and appropriate data 

collection methods, 

2. Identify and short-list appropriate economic indicators and the preferred "GVP Equivalent" cross-

jurisdictional approach, 

3. Estimate and document the initial "GVP Equivalent" for the Recreational Fishing Sector by key jurisdiction 

and for the nation, 

4. Establish an Action Plan (resources, responsibilities, timing, etc) for measuring the economic contribution 

of the Recreational Fishing Sector or a repeatable annual basis. 

 

Appendix 2.  Preliminary Workshop at Gold Coast 

Attendees list 

Ross Winstanley - ross.winstanley@bigpond.com 

Shane Griffiths, CSIRO – Ph: 07 3833 5927 - Shane.Griffiths@csiro.au 

Jeremy Lyle, IMAS – Ph: 03 6227 7255, Jeremy.Lyle@utas.edu.au 

Jeff Murphy, NSW DPI – Ph: 02 9527 8541 / 0427 501 625 - jeff.murphy@dpi.nsw.gov.au 

Charles Gray, NSW DPI – Ph: 0419 185 387 - charles.gray@industry.nsw.gov.au 

Stephen Taylor, Qld DAFF – Stephen.Taylor@deedi.qld.gov.au, 

James Webley, Qld DAFF – Ph: 0405 015 972 - James.Webley@deedi.qld.gov.au 

Phil Hall, NT Fisheries – Ph: 08 8999 2372 – phil.hall@nt.gov.au 

Karina Ryan, WA Fisheries – Ph: 08 9203 0111 / 0400 106 995 - Karina.Ryan@fish.wa.gov.au 

Tim Ward, SARDI – Ph: 08 8207 5433 / 04014 126 386 - Tim.Ward@sa.gov.au 

Natalie Bridge, Vic DPI – Ph: 03 5258 0331 / 0402 290 301 - nataliebridge3@gmail.com 

Russel Conway, RecFish - russell.conway@justice.vic.gov.au 

Phil Sahlqvist, ABARES - Phil.Sahlqvist@abares.gov.au 

mailto:Stephen.Taylor@deedi.qld.gov.au
mailto:phil.hall@nt.gov.au

